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A NATIONAL STUDY OF SPANIMENGLISH BILINGUALISM IN
YOUNG HISPANIC CHILDREN OF THE UNITED STATES

Eugene E. Garcia
Lento-"Maez ;
'Gustavo Gonzalez

ABSTRACT

Six hundred, four-, five-, ancUsix-year-old
bilingual, rural, and urban children from the
southwestern, midwitte.rn, eastern, and southern
United StateS participated in a national study
of Spanish/English bilingual devefopment.
Half of these children completed the English
version of CIRCO (1980) sub-test 10-C, a pro-
ductive language measure that requires chil-
dren to relate a description of a two
dimensional picture. Half of the children
completed the Spanish version'of thisksame

instrument. Analyses. were performed on these
English and Ipanish samples regarding Mean ,

Length of Utterance (MLU).and intr*sentential
language switching. Compartsons were possible

across: (1) age,.(2) rural/urban status, and

(3) region (and to some extet, Hispanft

Results of these analyses indicate:

A. On measures of linguistic proficiency,
cpsistent differences were observed
in developmental trends for Spanish

and English. For Spanish, linguis-
tic proficiency measures increased
from ages four to five, then decreased

et age six. For English, these same
measures showed a continuous increase
across age groups.

On language switching measures, re-
gional differences were observed re-
gardless of age.

C. Almost no rurai/urban differences
were observed.



These findings are discussed from both'a lap-

guage acquisition perspective and a bilingual

education perspective. a

INTRODUCTION

The issues surrgunding bilingualism are'of,specific interest

to a large segment of this nation's population (61ted,State Com-

mission on Civil Rights, 1975T 4nd of ggnera.4 interest to those

individuals studying the general phenomenon of language acquisi,-

tion (McNeil, 1966). For the past ten years, numerous education-

ally related research and program developdent efforts have been

initiated in this area. (for example, the 1976.budget for bilin-
.

gual education projects was projected at near lY $100 million.)

An important aspect of this development has been the emphasis on

developing models relevant to the formal teaching (and learning)

of more than one language.

One of ihe first systematic investigations of bilingual ac-

quisition in young children was reported by Leopold (1939, 1947,

1949a, 1949b). Leopold set out to study the "simultaneous acqui-

sition of'English and German in his own daughter. These descrip-

tive 'repArts indicate that although the subject was exposed to

'both languages during infancy, she seemed to weld bott) languages

into one system during initial language yroduction periods. Lan-
.

guage production during later periods (two years, two months to

two yeari, six months) indicated that the use of English and Ger-

man grammatical forms developed indepeedently.

The study of bilingualism has retently taken on multifaceted

investigational strategies focusing on other than the structural

2
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analyiis of produced language. Within tht$ framework, Carrow

(1971, 1972) has restricted her study to the receptive domain of

young bilingual Nexican-A!ierican children in the Southwest. Chil-
. y ,

---Aren (ages 3 years, 10 months t6 6 years; 9 months) from bilingual,_

Spanish/English home environments were-administered the.auditory

Teat for Language Comprehension (1980). Thfs test assesses lan-

guage comprehension without requiring language expression. A com-

parison of English and Spanish comprehension on this task for

bilinguals revealed: (1) linguistically, children were very heter-

.

ogeneous. . Some scored bettee in one language than another, others

were equal in both; (2) a greater proportion of children scored

higher in English than in Spanish; and.(3) both languages tendid

to improve across the linguistic parameters measured as the chil-

dren became older (Carrow, 1971). (This was the case even though

Spanish was not used as a medium of instruction for older''children

in educational programs.)

In a crois-sectional comparison of English-comprehension

among monolinguat English and bilingual, Spanish/English children1

(ages 3*years,'10 months to 6 years, 9 months), Carrow (1972) re-

ported a.positive developmental teend for both Spanish And Engltsh,

in bilingual children. Additionally, bilingual children tended to

score lower than monolingual children in English measures during

ages 3 years, 10 months to 5 years, 9 months; but for the final

age comparison group (6 years, 9 months), bilinguals and monolin-*

guals did not differ significantly on these same English measures.

These combined result% seem to indicate that at thedreceptive

level, Spanish/English bilingual childrenmere progressing (in-

6
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creasing their comietence) in both Spanish and..English. Bilingual

children tend to be heterogeneous as a group, favoring one lan-

guage ,11g1isb),Trer'inothemind bilingual children

/

"lagged" behind Monolingual children in their acquisition of Eng-

lish but event!illy caught uP. Although there wete obvious con,

straints to the specific conclusions reported aboveitheir general-

izations to other populationi of bilingual children', they do offer

some empirical information relevant to the study of early child-

hood /bi&gual development.

More recently, Padilla and Liebman (1975), Huerta (1977),

and Garcia (in press) report the longitudinal analysis of Spanish/

English acquisition in young Spanish/English bilingual children.

These researchers followed the'model of Brown (1973).in recording

linguistic interactions of these children over a five-month period.

By. an analysis of several dependent linguistic variables (phono-

logical, grammatical, syntactic:1, an0 semantic characteristics)

over this time period, they observed gains in both languages., al-

though several English forms were in evidence whi4e similar Span-

.ish forms were not. They also report.differentiation of linguistic .

systiems at phonological, lexical, and syntactic levels. Padilla

and Liebman (1975) concluded:

The appropriate use of both languages even in
mixed utterances was evident; that is, corrects
word order was preserved. For example, there
were no occurrences of "Raining este" or "a es

baby" but there was evidence for such utter-
antes as "este raining" and "es a baby".

There was also An absence of the redundance
of words in miXed utterances as well as the

absence of unnecessary words for which might

tend to confuse meaning. (p. 51)



This conclusion as well as those discussed earlier must re-

main tentative due to the small sample of both subjects and tin-,

guistic productions studied. Most importantly, the reported work

has been restricted to specific regions.,of the United States;

6
4

there has been no-comprehensive effort to evaluate bilingual ac-

quisition in children on a national scale..

The intdht of the presenestudy was to work with productive

language data gathered in a national Spanish/English test,stan-

dardization effort conducted by Educational Testing Service.

This agency was funded by the Department of Health. Education,

and Welfare to develop and standardize a series of easily adminis-

tered tests that measured several cognitive and linguistic attri-

butes in Spanish/English, bilingual children aroughout the United

States (CSRCO, 1980). The standardization involved approximately

6,000 children of Hispanic eescet (Chicano, Puerto Rican, and

II\Nti-xyCuban) between the ages of four and ears. Data of interest

in this study were gathered on'a sub-test of the crRco. During

the sub-test, trained examiners interacted informally ahd individ-

ually with children. Children were requested to "tell a story,"

which was eelated to a two-dimensional picture displayed by the

examiner. This stu'dy attempted to provide an analysis of speech

recorded during these interacttons for a selected number of chil-

dren from sites located throughout the United Siates. In doing

so, it provides one of the first detailed analyses of Spanish and

English in different population groups of the United States.



GENERAL SUBJECT AND PROCEDURE ZESCRIPTION

Am,

All children administered either the-Spanish or English ver-

sion of sub-test 10C (CIRCO, 1980) were initially successful in

completing a Spanith/English receptive pre-test of mild difficulty.

Therefore, each was considered bilingual. Additionally, all.chil-

dren were reported by parents as members of a home énvironmentin

which both Spanish and English were spoken. Sub-test 10C of the

CIRCO battery obtained a measure ofispontaneous speech." In

doing so, trained examiners engaiid-each child in an informal con-

versation concernins.a pickure of a "neighborhood" (Spanish test

picture) or "classroom" (English test picture) setting. The.exam-

iner recorded the child's commentaPy verbatim. It is these data

that were use9for the'analyses performed in the present study.

Subject transcripts from stx regions were included: (1) West.

(California); (2) Southwest (Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona);

(3) Texas; (4) Midwest (Illinois); (5) Gast (New York and New

Jersey); and (6) South (Florida). For' each region, subjects were

randomly selected froi pre-school (Headslart), kindergarten, and

first grade 'who had taken the test with the following constraints:*

(a) 20 subjects who had taken the English test; (b) 20 subjects

who had taken the Spanish test; and (c) half (10) of the subjects

selected resided in an urban setting (f.population by acre ratio

of 1000/1 or higher)'. Half (10) of the subjects resided in a"

rural setting '(a population by icre ratio of 50/1 or lower).

For Midwest and East regions, no subjects were included in the

testing. Therefore, a total of 600 separate subject transcripts
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were included in the study (see Table 1 for an overa41'summary

of the subject characteristics).

§TUDY I

Of primary, interestAn this study was the analysis of Mean

Length of Utterance (MLU). This measure has been _proposed as a

relatively standard assessment of language development in children

(Snow, 1972; Brown, 1973). This measure-has as an index the num-

ber of morphemes per utterance, where an utterance is a unit of

speech demarcated prosodically and by pauses. MLU for English

language samples waist calculated in this manner (see Table 2).

For Spanish language samples, these same considerations were also

used as the basic guide (see Table 3). One major problem with

this measure when comparing across Spanish and English is the

idiosyncratic morpheme structures (and unequalness in availability

of morpheme's) within each language. For instance, the-utterance

"Za muchacha" would/receive the score of three using the adopted

morpheme guide: the article "ZO m one point. 4This is not the

case for the English utterance, "the girl"; this'utterance would

receive only a scoreof two. Because of several of these inequal-

ities, it is notipermissible to directly compare Spanish and Env

lish Mean Length of Utterance.

Results

The results Of this studyzhave been dealt with in a hierar-

chical manner. In doing so, it is possible to provide, first,
.

. general comparative results, then, more specific results'for Span-

ish,and English tested children across grade level and ag'e grade



Table 1

SUMMARY OF SUBJECTS

Region

.

Tested in Spanish

.

Tested in English

- .

,

Urban
Pre-K K, 1

Rural
Pre-K -X- , 1

, ,.

*ban
Pre-g ,K

,,-.

'1

;Rural
Pre-K K I

,

B,,

West 10 10 10 10 10. 10
.

10 10 10 10 10 10 120
(Californla)

Southwest 10 10 FO 10 10 10 10 10 10 1.0 10 10 120.

(Arizona, ..

Colorado,
and New .

Mexico)
.

Texas 10 .10 10 '10 10 (10 410 10 10 10 10 10 120

Midwest 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

(Illinois) .

East- 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

(New York
and New

,

Jersey)

.

.

South 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
.

10 10 10 120

(Florida)

. . -

TOTAL 60 60 60 40 60 60' 60 40
,

40 40 660
.

40 40



RULES FOR CALCULAAING MEAN LENGTH OF UTIfRANCE: ENGLISH

1. Start with the first utterance of the transcription..

2. Only fu,lly transcribed utterances are used; none with bl4nks.
Portions of utterances, entered irtjarentheses to indicate,
doubtful Vransciiption, are used."'

Include,all exact utterance repetitions (marked with a,plus
sign in records). Stuttering is marked as rePeand efforts
as a single word; count the word once in.the most complete

_form produced. In the few cases where a word is produced for
emphasis or the like (no, no, no), count each occurrence.

4.''" Do not count such fillers as "mm" or "oh," but count "no,",
"yeah," and "hi."

5. All.compound words (twa or more fret morphe4s), proper' names,
-and ritualized reduplications count ts single words. Examples:
birthday, rackety-boom, 'ithoo-choe, quack-Ipaek, night-night,
pocketbook, and see-saw. Justification is that no evidence
'that the constituent morphemes function as such for these
children.

1

b. Count as -one morpheme all irregular past forms of the verb (got

did, went, and was). Justificatio,n isthat there is no evi-
dence that'the,child relates th to present forms. .

A

47. Coust as one morpheme all dimimuti (doggie, Mommie) because
, these children at least do not see uicthe suffix,prbduc-

tively. Diminutives are the standar forms used by the'child.

8. Count.as stparate morphemes all auxiliaries (is, have, will,
can, Must, anA would). Also, coat ,all catenatives'(gonna,-
wanna, hafta). These later counted' as single morphemes-eather
than as "going to" because evidence is that they function so
for the children. CoUnt as separate morphemes all inflections,
for example*, possessive (s), plural (s), third person singular
(s), regular past,jd), and progressive (1).
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de,...q.4able 3

RULES FOR CALCULAKNG MEAN LENGTH OF UTTERANCE: V)ANISH

1. Start with the first utterance.

2. Only fully transcribed utterances are used; none with blanks.
Portions of utterances, entered in parentheses to indicate
doubtful transcription, are used.

3. Include all exact utterance repetitions (marked with viplus
sign in records). Stuttering is marked as repeated efforts
at a single word; count the word-oonce in the mAst-momplete
form produced. In thegfew cases where a word is produced
for emphasis or the like (no, no, no), count each occurrence.

4. Do not count such fillers as "eh," "mm," or "oh," but count
"no," "si," Hoye," "mad," and 'hola."

5. All compound words (two or more free morphillies), proper names,
and\ritualized reduplications Ount as single words. Exam-

ples: tompeaabesas/puzzle,-eacapuntas/pencil sharpener,
oumpteanos/birthday, and abreioae/can opener. Jostificatlon
as such for these children.

6. Count as one morpheme all Irregular pasts of the verb (hice,
fui; and puse). Justification is that there is no evidence
that the child relates these to present forms.

. Count as one morpheme all diminutives (perrito, mama/mgmacita)
ebecause these children at least do not seem to use the suffix.

productively. Diminutives are standard forms,used by the
' child.

8.. Count as separate morphemes a11,
fue êi puede, ir. ZSabe usticVAi

Ella podia cantar bienv.
.Pablo no pudo terminam el trabajc.

Dated deberia ir a verlos.
Yo sabraWadobia buscarle.

liaries. Examples: Dudo
golf? Auxiliary:

liary: "could"

Auxiliary: "should"

9. Count as separate morphemes all inflections, fOr example,

plural (s, es) camas, trenes; progressive (iendo, ando)

comiendo tomando.

10. Count as separate morphemes all single articles (et, la, etc.)

and Alemonstrative pronouns (esta, este, etc.).

14



Table 3 (continued)

11. Count as separate morphemes all contractions (de el = del,

a et = al). (Viene4. norte. Vamoe al eine.) These seem

to be stan orms.
_ --

la., Count as additional morphemes article-noun and pronoun-noun
agreement for both number and gender ( atd, Zoe pate:is:

el is scored as two morphemes because it agrees in number
and Onder with pato).

4

.

11



level, age and urban or rural status, and region. (Figures 1-5

present these comparisons, respedtively.)

Grade Level. For Spanish-tested subjects, mean MLU is high

(near 10.0) at pre-kindergarten and rises at kindetgarten (to

near 12.0). Mean MAM then drops at first grade to a level near

that at pre-kindergarten. For English-tested subjects, mean MLU

is near 5.0 at pre-kindergarten, just below 8.0 at kindergarten,

and just above 8.0 at first grade. Therefore, the pattern for

Spanish-tested subjects indicates an increase,in mean MLUsfrom

pre-kindergarten to kindergarten, then a drop,at first grade.

The pattern for English-tested subjects indicates a continued

increase in meam MLU from pre-kindergarten through kindergarten

to the first grade. (See Figure 1.)
a

Grade level for Spanish tested sub ects, mean MLU by grade

level, increases from an initial 9.5 the pre-kindergarten'.

level. But, kindergarten and first-grade scores are lower for

rural status children than for urban,status children, especially

at first grade (11.0 for urban status subjects and 9.1 for rural

status subjects)._ Moreover, MLU scores for urbin status subjects

increase from Ore,kindergarten to kindergarten with no difference

in kindergarten and first-grade level MLU socrei'. Similarly, an

increast in Spanish tn,MLU scores was observed for rural status

subjects from pre-kindergarten to kindergarten; but, the same

measure at the first-grade level is lower than either pre-
S.

kindergarten or kindergarten. (See Figure 2.)

For English tested subjects, an increase in scores for both

urban and rural status sUbjects was observed. Urban subjects



figuri 1

MEAN MLU SCORES FOR ENGLISH AND SPANISH TESTED SUBJECTS BY GRAOE LEVEL
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Figure 2

MEAN MLU SCORES FOR SPANISH AND ENGLISH TESTED SUBJECTS
1 FOR EACH REGION BY RURAL/URBAN SITE AND GRADE LEVEL-
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scored higher at pre-kindergarten level's (6.0 for 4.2 rural sub-

jects) but scored higher at 0e-kindergarten (6.3)'and first

grade (7.1). (SeevFigure 2,)

Grade Level X Region. For Spanish tested subjects, mean MLU

scores centered near 10.04 04Iy subjects in the West region

seemed to score consistently atiove this central score (range 10.0

to 12.4). In five of six regions, mean MLU scores increased from

pre-kindergarten to kindergarten, then dropped at first grade.

Only in the Texas region was this not the case. In this region

MLU scores dropped from pre-kindergarten to kindergarten then.rose

again, near, but still lower than at the pre-kindergarten level.

(See Figure 3.)

For English tested subjects, mean MLU scores'ranged from 4.8

to 9.8 and centered near46.5. An increase from pre-kindergarten

to kindergarten to first grate was observed.in four (West, Texas,

East, and South) of six regions. In the Southwest ant Midwest

regions, an increase Imore than 2.0) from pre-kindergarten occurred

with a consistent but small (less than .20) decrease from kinder-

garten to first grade. Therefore, little ditferences were ob-

served for either Spanish or English tested subjects by region,

although there was some variability. (See Figure 3.)

Grade Level I Region I Rural/Urban Statue. Figure 4 pre-

sents the mean MLU scores for Spanish tested subjects fofr each re.;

gion by grade level ahd rural/urban status. Similarly, Figure 5

presents mean MLU scores for English tested subjects. (Note that

no rural status subjects were tested in.the Midwest and East re-

gions.)

15
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Figure 3

MEAN MLU SCORES FOR SPANISH AND ENGL4H TESTED SUBJECTS
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Figur; 4

MEAN MLU SCORES FOR SPANISH TESTED SUBJECTS FOR EACH
REGION BY RURAL/URBAN SITE AND GRADE LEVEL
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Figure 5
r-

MEAN MLU SCORES FOR ENGLISH IESTED SUBJECTS FOR EACH
REGION BY RURAL/URBAN SITE AND GRADE LEVEL
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For Spanish tested subjects, urtran subjects generally received

higher mean MLU scorei at each age levelt. This was not the case

in Texas, where the mean MLU scores were higher for rural status

children at pre-kindergarten and kindergarten leyels and near equi-

valent to urban status children in first grade. Except for Texas,

the

0,0"r

trend for mean MLU scores to increase from pre-kindergarten to

kindergarten then decrease to first grade is apparent in both ur-

ban and rural status groups.

For English tested children, the picture is more complex. In

regions in which a rural/urban comparison is possible, there is no

consistent pattern separating urban and rural scores 6y gride level.

In five out pf six regions, mean MLU scares displayed a pattern of

increasing from pre-kindergarten to kindergarten to'first grade

.for urban status children. A similar pattern was observed in three

out of four regions.in which urban and rural status subjects were

tested. AlthOugh no systematic urban/rural differences emerged

across regions, a similar increase in English MLU by grade level

emerged across regions for both'rural and urban stattis children.

Discussion,

It was the intent of this study to provide some "gross" com-

parison of Spanish and English measures of bilingual Spanish/

English Children at certain grade levels. Moreover, the study ate

tempted to accomplish the above by gathering language productidns

from different repons of the United States and from children

within.those.regions that were either classified as inhabiting ur-.

ban or rural sites. In doing so, this study fitresents one of the itA

first attempts to document Spanish/EnglishAttlingualism in this .

, Fe 23



country with regional ard'population considerations fn mind. More-

over, it provides sOme 4it1al (albeit tentative) comparisons of

this lingmistic nature between Spanish/English 'ethnic groups (Chi-

canos, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans) $n this country.

At the most general of levels, it seems appropriate to con-

clude that Spanish/English bilingualism is alive and"#ell through-

out the Wiped States, regardless of grade level, reg4n, or urban/

rui.al status of the children included in this study. After .passing

-an initial receptive pre-test in Spanish and English, children were

randomly assigned to either a Spanish language or English language

test group. Mean MLU scores for these were within a high enough

range to conclude that Spanish ahd English preductions considered

the use of complex morphological "rules." Because Spanish And

English differ morphologically (and, therefore guidelines for com-

puting MLU 'differ), it ia not possible to make any clear compara-

tive evaluations between,Spanish and English tested children. It

is worthwhile to note that Spanish MO,scores were always higher

than English MLU scores. Such differences seem most likely attri-

butable to the MLU computational procedures for each language

rather than high4r proficiency in Spanish than Englisii.

There is little evidenci in the measures stud14d to indicate

any strong regional or urban/rural status difference's. Yet, Icross .

these parameters a pattern was identifiable for'grade level compari-

son. For English, that pattern was clue of mean MLU increases from

pre-kindergarten to kindergarten' to first grade. For Spanish, the

pattern was succinctly different: mean MLU scores increased from

pre-kindergarten to kindergarten, then dropped to below pre-



kindergarten levels at first grad

These different patterns might c relate to issues of lan-

guar acquisition and language loss. Carrow 1971, 1972) has re-

%
ported the increases in receptive abiliV co elated with increases

in age for both Spanish and English in o g three- to six-year-

old bilingual Chicaio children from T as. Padilla (1977) has also

reported,the simultaneous develonment of Silanish.and English. The

present study also suggests the phenomenon of simultaneous acquili-

tfon. Pre-school fhildren obtained relayively high MLU scores in

,both Spanish (MLU: 10.0) and English (MLU: 6.0); but the results

21'

'also seem to suggest decreased p uctiv level in %panish.by first

grade concomitant with"en increas d Englis production level by

fikt grads. Such a finding mtght indivate a "1arigua0e gain" pat-

tern for English and a "language loss" oaitern for Spaiish.

Such cooclusionfor Spanish needs considerable tempering

since the decrease in MLU scores in Spanish tested children was

not dramatic. That is, mean MLU scores did not deteriorate---dras-

tically from high to low levels. If the trend were to contiLle

at more advanced grade levels, however, this "loss" could seriously

affect Spanish production.

It is not uncommon for bilingual adults to admit someiform of

"language loss" io Spanish primarily attributed to the over-

%
bearing monolinguil English edu4atiodal curriculym In fact, thee .

present drop in MLU is correlated with "the first-grade experience
. 4

in this study: a time when thp oral language experiences of.pre-

school and kindergarten are transformed to more.fermal written

language exercises. From other reports,(Ondol 1964) these exper-

)
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10.
tab

iencerare either totallli' or heavIly weighted in Engli.sh...

Conclusion (N:

This study has attempted,. ptovide a descriptive'analysis

Spanish and English by usingALU its basic measure. Samples of

Spanish and Engllsh were collected from bilingual Spanish/English

22

speaking.children fi.om six geographical regions 6f the United

.States. Thescchildren were from pre-school (Headstart), kinder-
_

garten, or first-grade classrooms in either urban or ru'ral locales.

The results of t,he study indicate that little regionail or urban/

rural differences were apparent qn MLU measures. But, characteris-

tic'differences were observed between Spanish and Englfsh with re-

spect to grade level. In English, mean MIU.increased.at each

-grade level; in Spanish, mean MLU increased from pre-kindergarten

to kindergarten, then decreased to pre-kindergarten levels by

first grade. These patterns were consistent across regional and

urban/rural statds of the children.
A

STUDY II

The primary interest in this study was the analysis of

switched language use. For purposes of the present analysis,
\

"language switching" was (Wined as a change in language within

any single utterance, i.e., "yo yeo a boe or."I see un querquito:"

(An utterance was defined as one or mom meaningful words identi=

fying a complete tkought or ide, (Brown, 197.3).]

14;
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Results _

'23

The iesults of this',study have been dealt with in 'a hierarchl-

(
cal manner. 'By doiag so, it is pOssible to provide general compar-

-,

ative results,*then, more specific rilsultssfor Spanish and English

tested children across grade level; grade level and urban/rural

status; and, grade level, urban/rural status, and region. (Figures

6-0 present theie comparisons, respectively.)
'17 -

Grade level. For Spanish tested subjects, language switchitg
.Y

was'at 10 percent for pre-kindergarten and kindergarten subjects,

then dropped slightly to.8 percent for first-grade subjects. For

English tested subjects, pre-ndergartener'i mean percent lan-

guage switching was i percent. A decrease to 1 percent was ob-

erved for kindergarten and first-grade subjects. Therefore,

language switching was very low (less than-40.percent of the

total) for both groups at all Ages. However, language switching

-was tWice as high for Spanish tested subjects (see Figure 6).

Grade level ;rural/urban atatua. For Spanish tested sub-

jects, rural aneurban language switching scores were nearly iden-

,re
tical at pre-kindergarten and kindergartet levels (10-11 percent).

At first grade,--19-ural children's mean percent switching dropped

to 6 percent (seeP Figure 7).

For'English tes.jed rural and arbans subjects, Vie mean percent '

of language switchin was 5-6 percent at pre-kindergarten. At

kindergarten and first grade, switching was allost non-existent

(1 percent for both groups) (sge Figure 7).

4 Grade level I region. For Spanish tested subjects, mean per-
S.

cent language switAing was extremely variablo across regions.

A



Figure 6

MEAN PERCENT LANGUAGE SWITCHING FOR SPANISH
AND ENGLISH SUBJECTS BY GRADE LEVEL
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Figiire 7

MEAN PERCENT LANGUAGE swIrig/NG FOR SPANISH AND ENGLISH
TESTED SUBACTS BY RURAL BAN SITE AOD GRADE LEVEL
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The scores for West ind South regions remained under 6 percent.

for the Southwest, scoreStranged between 0 and 6 percent. A high°

level of language switching was also obseryed in the Texas region

(22 percent). Three regions (West, Texas, and East) were charac-

terized by a higher percentage of language switc ing at first

grade/than at pre-kindergarten. Three regions ( uthwest, Midwest,

and South) were characterized by higher langua0 switching percen-

tages at pre-kindergarten than at first grade with the Midwest

having the most dramatic decline (14 at pre-kindergarten, 6 at

kindergarten, aold 0 by first grade) (see Figure 8).

For English teSted subjects, mean percent language switching

'Centered near 5 percent. In all but the Midwest, mean scores de-
.

creased as grade level increased (see Ffgure 8).

drade level X region rural/urban status. Figure 9 presents

the mean language switching scores for Spanish ttsted subjects for

each region by grade level and rural/urban site. Similarly,

Figure 10 presents e mean language switching scbres for English

tested subjects. ( (ote that no rural status subjects were tested

in the Midwest and the East region.) .

For Spanish tested subjects, no consistent urban/rural dif-
N

ferences were identified although individual regional differences

were observed. For the Southwest region, urban subjects produced ,

twice the percentage of language switching than their rural peers.

For the Texas urban region, pre-kindergarten levels of switching

was at zero, rOse dramatically to 28 percent at kindergarten, and

decreased to 17 percent, apprax44e1y rural peers, by first grade.

. A
West and South urban/rural subject were relatively equal in their

3 0



MEAN PERCENT'LANGUAGE SWITCHING FOR SPANISH AND ENGLISH
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Figure 9

MEAN PERCENT LANGUAGE SWITCHING FOR SPANISH TESTED SUBJECTS
FOR EACH REGION BY RURAL/URBAN SITE AND GRADE LEVEL
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Figure 10

MEAN PERCENT LANGUAGE SWITCHING FOR ENGLISH TESTED SUBJECTS
FOR EACH REGION/URBAN SITE AND GRADE LEVEL
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switching across all three grade levels. Percent language

switching was generally consistent across grade Tevels in the East

region, while scores in the Midwest regions decreased from 14.0

for pre-kinaergarteners to 6.0 fOr kindergarteners'and zero for

,first graders (see Figure 9).

For English tes,ted subjects (Figure 10), both urban and rural

scores reiained at a low leveltor decreased between pre-

kindergarten, kindergarten, tnd first grades There was no identil

fiable differences across regions.

.015 cussion

For Spanish tested subjects, regional and rural/urban differ- "

ences were observed. Both rural and urban subjects from West and

South regions produced little (0-8 percent) language switching.

Urban Midwest and East subjects also produced little (0-14 percent)

2itching. In the Southwest region, urban subjects produced higher

(28-38 percent) switching than rural subjects (6-16 percent) and

were the highest producers of switching in this study. Similarly,

a relatfvely higher percentage of language switching was observed

in Texas region subjects: 0-28 percent for urban subjects and

16-19 percent for rural subjects.

For English tested subjects, language switching percentages .

remained consistently low (from 0-12 percent) across grade level,

rural/urban status, and region. The trend for these subjects was

for switching to decrease to near zero levels as grade level in-

creased (see Figure 10).
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Conclusion

31

It was the intent of this study to provide some insights into

Spanish/English and English/Spanish language switching by Spanish/

English bilingual children at certain grade levels across the

United States. This companison also provides some tentative con-

trasts between urban and rural children.

Language switching at the most general level, scores for

Spanish tested and English tested subjects, were below 10 percent

across all grade levels. However, language switching scores wemel.

higher for Spanish tested sdbjects than they'were for English

tested subjects across all grade levels.

.RuralArban switching scores were also below 10 percent for

both Spanish and English tested subjects across all grade leveis.

There was no difference between urban/rural subject scores across

all grade levels for Spanish tested subjects: Likewise, there was

no difference between urban/rural subject scores for Engl1sh tested

subjects; however, English'tested subjects were characterized by

a downward trend across all grade levels.

The children of this study appeared to be able to separate

Spanish from English due to thellow switching scores at the pre-

kindergarten level. Moreover, the relative level of language

switching dropped to near zero level bT the first brade. 1W es-

sence, the subjects appeared to be able to hold close to either

lahguage being used at an early age and improved this ability with

age. Although this was generally the case, the exceptiOns were

the Southwest and Texas regions. In these regions, language

switching remained high (above 10 percent) for Spanish(,tested
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children. This exception suggests a'clear regionalization of

Spanish/English,switching in young Hispanic children of the

UnitediStates.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present study has attempted to provide a preliminary

analysis of the bilingual character of. Hispanic children of the

United States. Pre-kindergarten, kindergarten, and first grade

Spanish/English bilingual children from rural/urban areas within

six geographical regions of the United States,'Were administered

a Spanish or English language production test. The test was a

"free.production" fOrm allowinglAhe children to use their own

language to describe a series 0 pictures. Analyses were Per-
.

formed on these samples regarding Mean Length of Utterance and

intersentenial language sWitching.

The results of the MLU analysis indicated differential .

trends for Spantsh and English development regakless of rural/

urban status and geographical region of the subjects. For Spanish,

mean MLU increased from'pre-kindergerten to kindergarten then

dropped at first grade. This was not the case for English. A

continuum increase in mean MLU was observed from pre-kindergarten

through flOrst grade.

The language switching analysis indicated interesting re.

gional differences in the quantity of switching independent of

grade level and rural/urban status. Generally, language

switching was found to be below 10 percent except in the Texas

region. In this region it was between 20-50 percent. Moreover,
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most switching 'was observed in Spantsh-tested sub6 jects indicating

the direction of the switch was from Spanish to English.

In general, the study can report that bilingualism in young
2-

Hispanic children of the Uni.ted States is alive and well. It does

seem.that the development of Spanislt is halted at first grade while

English continues to develop. Moreover, although regional differ-

ences were found in the quantity of language switching, no other

regional (and possibly Hispanic ethnic differences) were observedv.40

It was especiallY surprising that no rural/urban differences sitr-

faced in the analysis.

Clearly, the present study is not a comprehensive nor as in-

clusive of Hispanic populations so as to allow broad generaliza-

tions. Yet, it is the first studi to examine the character of

the Hispanic bil.ingual child in the United States. Further, more

detailed analysis will assist in expahding our understanding of

this ethnolinguistic phenomenon which sIgnificantly affects their

lives and those who serve them in en educational capaiity.

imp%
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